Baby is a physically challenged self independent girl hailing from Chatra. One day, as Baby’s sister was browsing through a newspaper, her eyes fell on an interesting article on some vocational training course being offered at a training centre of Mass Infotech in Ranchi under the umbrella of JSLPS a program offered by DDU-GKY associated with Ministry of Rural Development (GoI). The centre offered three months livelihood training courses in various domains to underprivileged youth and helps them get entry-level positions in the job market.

Curious to know more, Baby along with her sister rushed to the centre and asked the trainer of the Mass Infotech about the program, if she was eligible to enroll in the training course and whether there was any fee to be paid for it. She was pleasantly surprised when the trainer told her that the course was not only free of cost, but also
the trainers will assist her in finding a suitable job at the end of it. She enrolled her name and was selected to undergo a course in banking and accounting. What she learnt in these three months during the training phase went far beyond the technical skills that required working in Banking and Accounting sector. She also learnt several useful life skills that taught her to stand firm in times of adversity and work steadily out of with a positive outlook and a perseverant approach. She was given a fair amount of training in computer basics, Tally, ledger, transactions too which she finds helpful at her workplace.

It opened a new world for her, and she is now employed in Advance Career Centre with a monthly salary of Rs.6000pm. She says, “The training provided to me by Mass Infotech offered under DDU-GKY not only helped me in getting a job, but also helped in restoring self confidence and developing my personality which an employer look for in an employee while selecting in a job.”